Hair Bank

732 Thimble Shoals Blvd, Ste 603

Newport News, VA 23606

Exclusive to eleve’
We Believe...

In Beauty and Spirit, commitment and
improvement. eleve’ is continuously evolving
their knowledge and skills in all things related
to hair and body. Our professionals are
graduates of Vidal Sassoon Master Academy in
London and our training does not end. We
attend seminars throughout the world and
work directly with Oncologists. eleve’
professional staff has come together to develop
the most natural, comfortable, and beautiful
collection of head prosthetics and breast forms.
We know when it comes to your appearance;
the hair you wear is one of the most noticeable
attributes when you are seen in public. We
offer discreet consultations. Our knowledge
allows us to customize �itting, cut and color of
your hair to create the most natural look
possible. Our goal is to help you look and feel
your best!

Our Passion is You

Be Proactive!

Our hair bank is an exclusive service for
eleve’ clients. We are able to cut and save
your own hair. Hair can also be donated by
your family or friends to create your hair
extensions, toupee or patch. All of our hair
bank client’s extensions are made carefully
on site by our trained professionals.

Hair that ﬁts you and your style

757-594-9501

www.elevebeauty.com

Products and Services
Cranial Prosthetics
consultations on all of our

services, including �ittings
for breast forms and bras.

Everyone’s body is unique
and a trained professional
can provide a customized
solution for your natural
shape.

We offer many choices to
eleve clients’ length, color
and hair texture to �it
your personal style.
Where there’s a need,
we have the way. Count
on us to provide quality
pieces, as well as an
exceptional client
experience.

Hair Bank & Extensions

Exclusive to eleve’ is our
Hair Bank! This service
not only reduces your
costs by using your own
hair to create extensions,
but wigs can also be
created with a blend of
your own hair and other
organic hair. eleve’
professionals offer a
service that is truly one
of a kind!

Texture

Cranial Prosthetics

Mastectomy Prosthetics

We offer free discrete

Comfortable & Beautiful
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Length

